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FROM INSPIRATION TO INDUSTRY

SkyNet brings the
future to the present
with creative insight to
our changing world
and offering the cutting
edge information and
technical services.

S

kyNet Satellite
Communications
foundations started
over 150 years earlier
with the Davis family company,
Charles Davis, manufacturing
carriage lanterns.
From these early signalling and
communications devices who
would have believed several
generations on that we would
be delivering communications.
SkyNet has embraced change
and the evolution of global
communications, now
delivering solutions based on
every continent across the
world.
SkyNet is at the forefront of
change and the cutting edge of
evolution in communications
and software design. Our world
is about to explode with
technology advancement and
efﬁcient information services.
As people, never before have
we embraced the desire to be
more informed and analyse
what we are doing and how we

do it so that we can reduce
clients ser vice costs and
provide signiﬁcant beneﬁt from
innovative technology.
SkyNet brings the future to the
present with creative insight to
our changing world and
offering the cutting edge
information and technical
services.
Communications beyond the
horizon is just the ﬁrst step in
bringing everyone and
everything closer together with
intelligent solutions at the heart
of every success.

Jon Davis
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Reach Operational Excellence
IN REAL TIME
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Our product range includes global satellite
communications, aircraft ﬂight and data management,
personal security, remote asset security and ﬂeet
management software.
n
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Find the best possible solution for your business.
Ensure a smooth transition when integrating our
services and technology into your operations
environment.

SkyNet change the game with Predictive Capabilities
Identify problems before they become a disruption.
Anticipate opportunities. Keep your ﬂeet operating as
efﬁciently and cost-effectively as possible.
SkyNet puts real-time intelligence in your hands to
optimize maintenance, logistics and overall operations.

THE COMPANY
We offer ﬂexible, customized solutions that meet your
unique needs – along with a dedicated, network of
technical resources to support your operations at the
local level. After all, we've been delivering services
expertise to our customers for more than 15 years.
SkyNet Satellite Communications is a highly reputable
and forward thinking software engineering company that
have pioneered ﬂight tracking technology from a “dot on a
map” to fully integrated communications systems.

SkyNet provide a wide range
of communication solutions

At SkyNet Satellite Communications, we are always
committed to your business. And that is a promise.
Our knowledge and understanding of satellite and GPS
technology gives us the advantage in customising our
software products to your own speciﬁc needs and
requirements.
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Customise.
Collaborate.
Interact.
Achieve.
SkyNet providing communication
intelligence and data analyitics across the following areas . .

Media

Aid and Relief

Banking
and Finance

Aero

Construction

Oil and Gas

Transportation
and Logistics

Utilities

Telecoms
and eLearning

Mining

Our services help in
eliminating unplanned downtime
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When operations go down suddenly due to unexpected issues, the impact to customers can be substantial.
An unplanned repair is costly, but of greater importance is the lost revenue opportunity during periods
of extended downtime, as in the following examples :
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
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WHY CHOOSE SKYNET

Interrupted oil and gas output when well production is taken oﬄine suddenly
Airline schedule delays and cancellations for unexpected aircraft repair
Customer and public perception issues from safety and personal productivity

By utilising SkyNet technologies you are taking action with predictive maintenance to avoid the effects of any unplanned
downtime.
By using our sophisticated BGAN and satellite monitoring systems we help you capture a wealth of data from a broad
spectrum of industrial equipment.
Our customers use our data for real productivity and proﬁtability gains – from asset to operations optimisation.

INDUSTRY EXAMPLE OIL AND GAS SECTOR
SkyNet can provide the oil and gas industry a complete package of solutions that give you data-driven insights on
everything from your equipment to your operations, all to enable better decision making.
With energy demands rising and reserves of oil and gas becoming more challenging to access, the productivity revolution is
of vital importance to the oil and gas sector.
These innovations include :
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Increased proﬁtability.
Greater mineral and gas production from mining operations.
Improved staff care through to personal safety and productivity gains that speed up delivery.

With companies able to provide their own decades of manufacturing expertise that can be integrated with our expanding
software engineering and satellite capability, SkyNet is leading the data revolution so that its customers can operate both
more effectively and efﬁciently in both remote and local environments.

water
management
companies

Government
gain competitive edge

Environment
Monitoring

Fleet
Management

SAFETY

OIL AND GAS
pipelines
emergency
services

AGRICULTURAL
MONITORING

MINING
OPERATIONS

FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS

UTILITY
COMPANIES

AUTOMATION
COMPANIES

AVIATION
Monitoring
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OUR CUSTOMERS
Our customers expect a lot from us
- and they should.
At SkyNet, our success relies heavily on the success of
our partners. Whether you're a government department
providing public services, a global or regional airline, a
resources company providing products and services in
regions across the world, our focus is helping you grow
your company through our innovative software.

SkyNet has a long track record of creating value for our
customers by applying a breadth of expertise across a
wide range of businesses around the globe.
We demonstrate this expertise and commitment
through integrated software programs that help our
customers It is this approach that provides the
foundation for our partnerships, helping us solve our
customers toughest challenges together.

Having the right people
makes all the difference
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the extra gene
OUR PEOPLE
SkyNet people are all about customer relationships.
Our technical skills and expertise, our hands on approach
all combine with our inner strength and personal
dedication to provide the right solution.
Our people have the best tools and resources available to
work your solution.
At SkyNet , our people don't only provide the solutions ,
they provide the support to keep these solutions
operational around the clock.

And if there is a particular operational requirement you
need, or something extra you want or maybe a new
feature you want added, our technical development team
is ready to assist.
Expert people that help simplify your technology
decisions.

SKYNET Satellite Communications
SkyNet Satellite Communications
20 Hudson Rd, Albion, Brisbane
Post Office Box 63
Hamilton Queensland Australia
T : +61 7 3860 5511
F : +61 7 3009 0401
E : sales@skynetsatcom.com

SkyNet Satellite Communications Inc.
1700 Post Oak Blvd. 2 BVLD Place, Suite 600
Houston Texas 77056 USA
T : +1 410 941 4186
M : +1 443 440 0464
E : sales@skynetsatcom.com

